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representative images picked with no plan,  
presented chronologically. 

photos by me unless otherwise noted here. 

work by others in photos noted here as well.

12-10 dorothy chandler interior
12-14 the fern society presents an arrangement
12-15
12-16
12-21 best notes ever
12-23
12-28 lacsa visit: chagal costumes |
 miguel cabrera, portrait with guardian  
 angel  ca. 1760 | un-noted artist (paintings  
 of spaces) |
 from design CA + MX: architectural drawing, 
 ruth asawa, hand-beaded skirt detail, 
 sarah charlesworth
12-29  2017
1-4  getty visit tomas maldonado 1955 |
 golden kingdoms

1-15
1-20 women’s march dtla
2-8 downtown 
2-15  t+a collaging in class
2-19  disneyland birthday 
2-26  my design, for wendy adest
2-26
2-28  graphic fact midterm
3-24  theo coffee tour | snoqualmie falls | 
 double r diner
3-25  seattle art museum
3-25  pike place market
3-26
3-29  sofia fernandez-salvador’s fondant bathing 
 beauties t+a
3-29  s f-s’s fridge gift of fondant cat portraits
4-15
4-19  t+a rbrb layouts
4-24
5-5
5-19 

5-24  t+a reading, doppelgangers by 
 amy anderson
5-24  photo by lisa wagner of t+a rbrb cakewalk
5-25  cakewalk squares
5-29
5-29  stitchuationists table, cupcakes by s f-s
6-2
6-2
6-12  photo by Arden Stern 
6-27  conscious clothing remnant box
6-29 x 3

6-29  overlapping book construction
7-2  descanso
7-3  queen mary + aquarium visit
7-6
7-7  csssa
7-10  from julia hur’s 1930’s fortune magazine
7-13  conference identity design 
 nidhi singh rathore
7-19


